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________
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_______
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_______
Before Zervas, Cataldo and Kuczma,
Administrative Trademark Judges.
Opinion by Cataldo, Administrative Trademark Judge:
Fuel Industries, Inc. (“Applicant”) seeks registration on the Principal Register of
BRODDCAST (in standard characters) as a mark for the following goods, as
amended:
Multimedia software for digital content creation of
entertainment videos using electronic media; multimedia
software for digital video recording, editing and playback
of videos; multimedia software for digital recording, editing
and playback of entertainment videos; downloadable
software for digital recording, editing and playback of
entertainment videos in International Class 9.1

Application Serial No. 86185707 was filed on February 5, 2014, based upon Applicant’s
claim of a bona fide intent to use the mark in commerce.
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The Trademark Examining Attorney has refused registration of Applicant’s mark
under Section 2(e)(1) of the Trademark Act, 15 U.S.C. 1052(e)(1), on the ground that
the applied-for mark merely describes a function, feature or characteristic of the
recited goods.
After the Trademark Examining Attorney made the refusal final, Applicant
appealed to this Board. We reverse the refusal to register.
Evidentiary Matters
Before turning to the merits of the appeal, evidentiary matters require our
attention.
Request for Remand or Judicial Notice
On December 9, 2015, five days prior to the due date for its reply brief, Applicant
filed a request for the Board to take judicial notice or, in the alternative, to remand
the involved application to the Examining Attorney for consideration of the notice of
allowance of its related application Serial No. 86388876.2 In an order issued on
December 14, 2015, the Board denied Applicant’s request for remand and deferred
until final decision its request to take judicial notice.3
The Board generally does not take judicial notice of documents reflecting the
status of an applicant’s related application. See TBMP §§ 704.12(a) and 1208.04 and

10 TTABVUE. Citations to the briefs and filings in this appeal refer to TTABVUE, the
Board’s online docket system. The first number represents the prosecution history number
listed in the electronic case file and, where applicable, the second represents the page
number(s). Citations to the examination record refer to the Trademark Office’s online
Trademark Status and Document Retrieval system (TSDR), by page number.

2

3

11 TTABVUE.
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authorities cited therein. Accordingly, Applicant’s request to take judicial notice of
the publication of its related application is denied.4
Exhibits to Applicant’s Briefs
Applicant submitted 70 pages of evidentiary exhibits to its appeal brief.5 The
Examining Attorney objected to any evidence that was not introduced during
prosecution of the involved application, and only discussed those exhibits that were
properly made of record.6 Thereafter, Applicant submitted fourteen pages of
additional exhibits to its reply brief.7
Trademark Rule 2.142(d) provides that the record in the application should be
complete prior to the filing of an appeal. The Board ordinarily will not consider
additional evidence submitted by an applicant or examining attorney after the appeal
is filed.8

In addition, and as noted in our December 14, 2015 order, the mark in Applicant’s related
application was approved for publication on July 2, 2015 and published for opposition on
August 25, 2015, both of which were prior to the September 25, 2015 due date for its appeal
brief herein. Furthermore, as discussed below, Applicant filed with its appeal brief, inter alia,
a copy of USPTO records showing the publication of the mark in its related application and
thus was aware of the status thereof prior to briefing of this appeal. However, Applicant chose
not to request remand when it first learned that its related application was approved for
publication.
4

5

7 TTABVUE 21-90.

6

9 TTABVUE 7.

7

12 TTABVUE 10-23.

Exhibit B to Applicant’s reply brief consists of dictionary definitions of terms related to its
services. Inasmuch as these definitions are not necessary to our determination herein, we
decline to take judicial notice thereof. Cf., e.g., In re White Jasmine LLC, 106 USPQ2d 1385,
1392 n. 23 (TTAB 2013) and TBMP § 1208.04.
8
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Any of the evidence appended to Applicant’s briefs that was not made of record
during prosecution of the involved application is untimely. See, e.g., In re District of
Columbia, 101 USPQ2d 1588, 1591-92 (TTAB 2012). Furthermore, to the extent that
any of the appended evidence previously was made of record, its attachment to the
appeal brief is unnecessary and redundant.
Accordingly, the exhibits attached to Applicant’s briefs will be given no further
consideration.
Mere Descriptiveness
A term is merely descriptive of goods (or services) within the meaning of Section
2(e)(1) if it forthwith conveys an immediate idea of an ingredient, quality,
characteristic, feature, function, purpose or use thereof. In re Chamber of Commerce
of the U.S., 675 F.3d 1297, 102 USPQ2d 1217, 1219 (Fed. Cir. 2012). See also In re
Gyulay, 820 F.2d 1216, 3 USPQ2d 1009 (Fed. Cir. 1987). Whether a mark is merely
descriptive is determined in relation to the goods for which registration is sought and
the manner in which the term is used, not in the abstract or on the basis of guesswork.
In re Abcor Dev. Corp., 588 F.2d 811, 200 USPQ 215, 218 (CCPA 1978); In re Remacle,
66 USPQ2d 1222, 1224 (TTAB 2002). A term need not immediately convey an idea of
each and every specific feature of the goods in order to be considered merely
descriptive; it is enough if it describes one significant attribute, function or property
of them. See In re Gyulay, 3 USPQ2d at 1010; In re H.U.D.D.L.E., 216 USPQ 358
(TTAB 1982); In re MBAssociates, 180 USPQ 338 (TTAB 1973). This requires
consideration of the context in which the mark is used or intended to be used in
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connection with those goods, and the possible significance that the mark would have
to the average purchaser of the goods in the relevant marketplace. See In re Chamber
of Commerce of the U.S., 102 USPQ2d at 1219; In re Bayer Aktiengesellschaft, 488
F.3d 960, 82 USPQ2d 1828, 1831 (Fed. Cir. 2007); In re Abcor Dev. Corp., 200 USPQ
at 218; In re Venture Lending Assocs., 226 USPQ 285 (TTAB 1985).
In other words, the question is whether someone who knows what the goods are
will understand the mark to convey information about them. DuoProSS Meditech
Corp. v. Inviro Medical Devices, Ltd., 695 F.3d 1247, 103 USPQ2d 1753, 1757 (Fed.
Cir. 2012); In re Tower Tech, Inc., 64 USPQ2d 1314, 1316-17 (TTAB 2002); In re
Patent & Trademark Servs. Inc., 49 USPQ2d 1537, 1539 (TTAB 1998). “On the other
hand, if one must exercise mature thought or follow a multi-stage reasoning process
in order to determine what product or service characteristics the term indicates, the
term is suggestive rather than merely descriptive.” Coach Servs. Inc. v. Triumph
Learning LLC, 96 USPQ2d 1600, 1616 (TTAB 2010) (quoting In re Tennis in the
Round, Inc., 199 USPQ 496, 497 (TTAB 1978)), vacated-in-part on other grounds, 668
F.3d 1356, 101 USPQ2d 1713 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
The Examining Attorney argues that
Applicant’s mark BRODDCAST, is deemed descriptive because the term
is phonetically identical to BROADCAST, which is a common term used
in the trade and thus viewers of the mark would have a concept of the
nature of the goods being offered.9
In support of the refusal of registration, the Examining Attorney made of record with
his May 20, 2014 Office Action the following definition of “broadcast:”

9

9 TTABVUE 4.
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“made public by means of radio or television;” “of or relating to radio or
television broadcasting;” or “to send out (signals, programs, etc.) by radio
or television.”10
The Examining Attorney further made of record the following entry from
Wikipedia.org for the term “broadcasting:”
Broadcasting is the distribution of audio and video content to a
dispersed audience via any audio or visual mass communication
medium, but usually one using electromagnetic radiation (radio waves).
The receiving parties may include the general public or a relatively large
subset thereof. Broadcasting has been used for purposes of private
recreation, non-commercial exchange of messages, experimentation,
self-training, and emergency communication such as amateur (ham)
radio and amateur television (ATV) in addition to commercial purposes
like popular radio or TV stations with advertisements.11
In further support of the refusal to register, the Examining Attorney made of record
with his May 20, 2014 Office Action copies of the following pages from informational
and commercial Internet websites displaying the term “broadcast” used in connection
with software for audio and video applications:12

10

May 20, 2014 Office Action at 5-6. Definition from merriam-webster.com.

Id. at 10. The Board gives guarded consideration to evidence taken from Wikipedia, bearing
in mind the limitations inherent in this reference work, so long as the non-offering party has
an opportunity to rebut the evidence by submitting other evidence that may call its accuracy
into question. See In re IP Carrier Consulting Group, 84 USPQ2d 1028, 1032 (TTAB 2007).
In the case before us, the Wikipedia evidence was submitted with the Examining Attorney’s
initial Office action, and Applicant had an opportunity to rebut it.

11

12

Id. at 17-31.
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Applicant argues that its BRODDCAST mark only suggests a function, feature or
characteristic of its goods and that the Examining Attorney’s evidence is insufficient
to support his contention that the mark is merely descriptive thereof. Applicant
further argues that its “BRODDCAST mark displayed as ‘BrODDcast,’ is creative,
whimsical, and a fun play on the words ‘odd’ and ‘cast’ to describe the odd puppeteer
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cast of characters available in Applicant’s software application”13 and thus creates a
double entendre. In support of its position, Applicant made of record the following
printout from its Internet webpage displaying the BRODDCAST mark in an
advertisement for its identified goods:14

13

7 TTABVUE 16.

14

November 20, 2014 response to first Office Action at 15.
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Applicant further argues that the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) has registered similar marks for related goods and services. In support of
this contention, Applicant made of record with its request for reconsideration copies
of use-based, third-party registrations, of which the following are probative:15
Registration No. 4607358 for the mark MORE THAN JUST A
BROADCAST! (standard characters) for downloadable computer
software for providing music; downloadable software for providing
transmission of voice, data, video, and media content via the Internet
and the worldwide web; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile
application for the uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging,
blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information
over the Internet or other communication networks;
Registration No. 4091955 for the mark displayed below for, inter alia,
downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for creating
audio recordings associated with a user's location, making said
recordings searchable online and within the application, and finding and
interacting with other users and locations;

Registration No. 3873131 for the mark INOVA BROADCASTER
(standard characters) for computer software for creating and presenting
real-time content on display screens;
Registration No. 3845077 for the mark SAM BROADCASTER (standard
characters) for downloadable computer software for streaming audio for
use in radio broadcasting;

4 TTABVUE 14-62. We have considered only those marks which were shown to be
registered and based on actual use. The marks that have been registered under the provisions
of the Madrid Protocol or pursuant to Section 44(e) have no probative value because they do
not require use in commerce to be registered and therefore are not evidence that the marks
therein have ever been encountered by consumers in the marketplace, so as to condition
consumers to perceive “Broadcast” as a mark. See In re 1st USA Realty Professionals, Inc., 84
USPQ2d 1581, 1583 (TTAB 2007); In re Albert Trostel & Sons Co., 29 USPQ2d 1783 (TTAB
1993).

15
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Registration No. 3795458 for the mark shown below for radio
transmitters; and

Registration No. 3780057 for the mark BROADCAST1SOURCE
(standard characters) for computer software for broadcasters to comply
with FCC license requirements.
We agree with the Examining Attorney that Applicant’s BRODDCAST mark
appears to be a novel spelling of the term “broadcast.” See, e.g., Fleetwood Co. v.
Mende, 298 F.2d 797, 132 USPQ 458, 460 (CCPA 1962) (“TINTZ [is] a phonetic
spelling of ‘tints’”). BRODDCAST and “broadcast” would be pronounced very
similarly and there is little difference in their appearance. A slight misspelling does
not convert a descriptive term into a suggestive one. In re Quik-Print Copy Shops,
616 F.2d 523, 205 USPQ 505, 507 n.9 (CCPA 1980) (QUIK-PRINT held descriptive;
“There is no legally significant difference here between ‘quik’ and ‘quick’”). We are
not persuaded that consumers encountering Applicant’s mark will perceive it as
“BrODDcast.” First, consumers who hear Applicant’s mark will not see the manner
in which it is depicted. Second, the involved mark appears in standard characters and
thus may be presented in any style or font, and need not be displayed with capital
letters “ODD” such that consumers will necessarily view the mark as suggesting an
odd cast of puppets or performers.
The Examining Attorney’s evidence, excerpted above, also establishes that the
term “broadcast” may be defined as relating to radio or television broadcasting, or to
send out signals or programs by radio or television. The Examining Attorney’s
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Internet evidence is consistent with these dictionary definitions and demonstrates
that consumers are exposed to third parties using the term “broadcast” to identify
computer software used to capture, stream and send out, in particular, audio
programs using a computer.
However, the evidence of record falls somewhat short of demonstrating that
BRODDCAST merely describes a function, feature or characteristic of Applicant’s
multimedia software for digital video recording, editing and playback. The evidence
excerpted above clearly indicates that computer software may be used to stream and
broadcast radio programs and photographs. Thus, we agree with the Examining
Attorney that “broadcast…is a term commonly used in the trade.”16 Nonetheless, the
evidence of record fails to show that the trade encompassed by the term “broadcast”
includes a function, feature or use of Applicant’s identified goods. We acknowledge
that an individual utilizing Applicant’s software to record, edit and play back a digital
video recording may subsequently “broadcast” that video through various means.
However, we agree with Applicant that the Examining Attorney’s evidence is
insufficient to show that Applicant’s goods are used to “broadcast” the digital videos
created thereby such that “viewers of the mark would have a concept of the nature of
the goods being offered.”17 We observe in that regard that broadcasting is not a
feature of the goods as recited, as confirmed by Applicant’s Internet evidence which
describes the goods and does not refer to broadcasting. As a result, the Examining

16

9 TTABVUE 4.

17

Id.
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Attorney’s evidence fails to demonstrate that “broadcast” is a significant feature,
aspect or characteristic of the recited goods such that the mark BRODDCAST may
be merely descriptive of thereof. To the extent that subsequent broadcasting of the
videos created with Applicant’s goods is intended to occur, imagination or additional
thought is required to reach that conclusion.
We note Applicant’s evidence that the PTO has registered other “broadcast” and
“broadcaster” formative marks for goods related to those identified in the involved
application. Certainly, uniform treatment of terms comprising marks is a laudable
goal. Nonetheless, had the Examining Attorney’s evidence been sufficient to show
that BRODDCAST merely describes a function, feature or characteristic of
Applicant’s goods, the mere existence of these other registrations would not compel a
contrary result. As is often noted by the Board and the courts, each case must be
decided on its own merits. See In re Nett Designs Inc., 236 F.3d 1339, 57 USPQ2d
1564, 1566 (Fed. Cir. 2001). See also In re Kent-Gamebore Corp., 59 USPQ2d 1373
(TTAB 2001); and In re Wilson, 57 USPQ2d 1863 (TTAB 2001).
Finally, if doubt exists as to whether a term is merely descriptive, it is the practice
of this Board to resolve doubts in favor of the applicant and pass the application to
publication. See In re Gourmet Bakers Inc., 173 USPQ 565 (TTAB 1972). In this way,
anyone who believes that the term is, in fact, descriptive, may oppose and present
evidence on this issue to the Board.
Decision: The refusal to register Applicant’s mark BRODDCAST is reversed.
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